
CLASSICAL STUDIES AND WHOLE 
SCHOOL PRIORITIES

Or How to get SLT to support you



SCHOOL CONTEXT

• The Royal High School was founded in 1128

• It is a state school in North West Edinburgh 
school role of approximately 1250 rising to 
1600 in the next year or two

1. Most of our catchment is SIMD 7-10 
although there is a sizeable SIMD of 1-3

2. Students have had 1 to 1 iPad coverage for 6 
years 

3. The rising school role represents the main 
challenge faced to the school, lack of space 
and resources to accommodate students will 
lead to new building projects. 



CLASSICAL 
STUDIES IN 

SCHOOL

Teaching the Classics was mentioned in the Royal Charter given 
to the school by King James VI

It has a long and proud tradition in the school

In 2010 the school was about to shut down the Classics 
department 

I took over and my first year had 1 student who I taught Higher 
in my free blocks and a Friday after school

The second year I had 8 students who I taught Higher after 
school

Figures for next session are strong with 2 S3 classes, 1 S4 class, 
and 2 Higher Classes.

I received my GTC recognition with help from a retired Classics 
teacher A McCloud (of Perth High School) over 2 years.



CHALLENGES

But I started this process with a strategic aim to improve 
awareness with all of the major stakeholders

STUDENTS
STAFF

PARENTS
SLT

Over the years there have been substantial challenges to the 
development of Classical Studies:

ISOLATION
LACK OF RESOURCES

LACK OF REASSURANCE
CULTIVATING UPTAKE

ESTABLISHING THE SUBJECT
MAINTAINING  AND IMPROVEMENT ENGAGEMENT



STUDENTS

• Strategies for engaging with students are perhaps the 
most obvious and varied:

Running a lunch time club looking at the “greatest hits” 
of the Classical World, mythology, the underworld, 
gladiators, slavery etc,  has proven to be hugely popular, 
and a major reason in uptake in the junior years

All student work has been delivered digitally for 5 years, 
and all assessment has been completed digitally for the 
past 2

Have 3 weeks in the S2 timetable to deliver 1 lesson a 
week to introduce Classical Studies before subject 
choice.



PARENTS

• Use of school website, and app

• Twitter (I Hate it!) but it is 
extremely effective in publicising
student work, generating 
momentum

• Updating school website

• Publishing leaflets about Classical 
Studies as a subject choice

• Creating easy to access web 
pages for information with 
programs like adobe spark:  
Higher Classical Studies Info Page

https://spark.adobe.com/page/usW4qPTQ73pQk/


STAFF

• Engaging in cross curricular work, for example with English on Greek tragedy, 

students in S3 read Antigone in some English classes

• Cultivating a network with other Classical Studies teachers, Edinburgh Council 

now has 5 state schools offering Classical Studies next session.  Run a 

neighborhood group for staff in Edinburgh region including East and Midlothian 

8 schools in total.

• Working with RMPS created digital resources on Plato’s Republic to be taught 

with S4 (see following slides)

• Working with History to teach about Roman Britain in S1 history.





SLT

• Arguably perhaps the most important, without SLT buying in you have no 

courses.

• Easiest way is perhaps to look at how Classical Studies fits into your whole 

school priorities

• Learning and teaching and Digital Learning are two areas that I chose to use, 

however there are many others such as Skills for Work, Health And Well Being, 

Literacy,  Rights Respecting School, Citizenship etc

• Choose an area which is best suited to your expertise, Classical Studies is so 

varied it will contribute to just about any.

• Twitter is also great for showing the validity and success of Classical Studies as 

a subject



DIGITAL LEARNING

• As a School we adopted a new digital learning process at the same time as I 

was developing Classical Studies, this led to a dovetailing for me of the two 

areas.

• Being able to create content, and deliver it digitally (as I had no budget and no 

real resources to speak of)

• Saved lots of money in no photocopying

• Able to use that money to buy texts such as Antigone, Lysistrata, Medea, and 

Oedipus Rex which were all required for the Old Higher and Intermediate 2 

courses.



DIFFERENT 
PHASES

The first phase was all 
about digital creation 

and delivery

Second Phase was 
refining and correcting 
the mistakes made first 
time round, as well as 

introducing more 
interactive elements 
and starting to create a 
more digital experience

Phase Three saw 
introduction of 

Assessment being 
used digitally

Phase Four has been 
about trying to present 
cohesive digital package



PHASE ONE

• Didn’t have a clue, lots of mistakes made

• Created files that were too big student ipads were 32 gb my first files were about 6 
to 8 gb each  used technology which wasn’t compatible with student devices, 
school Wifi was not up to standard

• Files created were not very accessible, students found it confusing to access their 
materials.  Therefore the didn’t bother

• At this time most students were extremely resistant to using any forms of digital 
interaction.

• Very traditional methods of teaching were what students wanted

• At best had produced (at great expense in time) overly complicated digital 
textbook but it offered no experience or integration to students, (example pages 
on following slides)







REFLECTION

Phase One was a disaster

Content provided was not accessible to students, 

It offered little in the way of student interaction or ownership

Students did not use it

Students did not want to use it

Technology was not at a point where this could be used effectively 

It became clear that I was doing this to see what could be done not what was the 
best way to do things

I had use ibooks author program for mac OSX however this led to huge problems 
with compatibility in sharing with colleagues, and students, it simply wasn’t viable



PHASE TWO

CfE brought about 

Phase 2 as higher 

changed considerably

Technology was 

improving, iPads were 

becoming more 

powerful, and the 

WiFi was more 

reliable after 

investment by Council

Whatever content 

created had to be 

platform agnostic, and 

accessible on all 

devices, including 

phones

New generation of 

students had had 

more time to 

acclimatize to digital 

content and were far 

more willing to 

engage in digital 

delivery

City of Edinburgh 

Council had invested 

heavily in Microsoft 

Office 365 which was 

available to all 

students and staff

This allowed for 

access to programs 

such as OneNote, 

Forms and Teams 

which all offered new 

interactive elements

Content delivery was 

to be done solely now 

through individual 

lessons in an ordered 

structure through 

iTunes U which was 

free, secure, and 

compatible with 

student devices, but 

NOT with staff 

devices.





Ended up with hundreds of files, students soon lost track of the right files for the right lessons

It took a very long time to upload files to iTunes U spending way too long in curating and updating courses

Students will still not interacting in a manner which was aiding their learning

Was difficult to share media files such as video clips or audio files

There was little in the way of collaboration solutions, or ways for students to share ideas, or creations of their own 

It was still way too time consuming and whilst in the end it was an organised system, it the burden was placed upon the teacher 

not practical or viable.



PHASE THREE

• It was clear that work had to be:

• EASY TO ACCESS

• OFFERED INTERACTIVE, GROUP AND CREATIVE EXPERIENCES

• PLATFORM AGNOSTIC

• ACCESSIBLE TO ALL

• NOT DEMANDING SPEC WISE

• The revision to Higher in CfE allowed for this change to occur first.

• iTunes U was to be used only as a means for Gathering Assessment and not 

for content delivery



iTunes U offered a way for students to hand in work, 

for it to be marked, and for students to interact about 

their progress

It also offered a convenient mark book which allowed 

you to see at glance progress of students, and to see 

who was interacting with materials

The downsides to this:

File management became an issue, as assessments for 

multiple years soon mounted up, and it became very 

difficult to keep track of individual assessments

Wasn’t compatible with all file formats including those 

which students commonly used

Photographing written work was problematic, as 

pictures often were taken in wrong format, and 

incompatible or where hard to read, and took up way 

too much space on ipads.



Students using inbuilt discussion features 

in iTunes U to support each other in 

preparation for their Formal 

Assessment.



CONTENT

A FURTHER ATTEMPT TO 
REFINE THE PROCESS, AND 
SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF 
MULTIPLE FILES, ONE FILE 

MAKING SURE CONTENT 
WAS ACCESSIBLE AND 

PROMOTED THE 
LEARNING AND 

TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 
OF THE SCHOOL

MAKING EVERYTHING 
EASY TO USE 

A SWITCH AWAY FROM 
INDIVIDUAL FILES, TO A 

MORE STRUCTURED UNIT 
BASED APPROACH, SO 

MINI BOOKS WERE 
CREATED USING PAGES 

PROGRAM (PAGES 
ALLOWS YOU TO EXPORT 
INTO WORD AND INTO 

PDF), 

HOWEVER STILL 
ACCESSIBILITY PROBLEMS 

AND PROBLEMS WITH 
MULTIPLE FILES, ALSO 

OFFERS LITTLE 
INTEGRATION INTO 

OFFICE 365 WHICH OTHER 
FACULTIES IN SCHOOL 
WERE USING AND HAD 

BECOME ESTABLISHED AS 
THE NORMAL WAY TO 

WORK.



Example of Phase Three text, an activities book for Higher on the Iliad



REFLECTION

• A much better experience was being developed for students

• Still issues with assessment, files types, and delivery

• Courses were organised into far fewer resources

• Still not using the software set up that students used in the rest of the school

• Much better student collaboration 

• Students rated highly the resources they were given they found them easy to 

use





PHASE FOUR

• The FINAL VERY DEFINITELY FINAL PHASE of digital creation

• All in One .PDF files for N5 and Higher

• Using Teams for all Assignments and assessment

• Using OneNote for student work, and incidental note taking etc

• Allows for better integration with other platforms, allows for us to migrate 

away from iPads in the future

• Allows for students to use software which they are using in all other faculties

• Takes up less space, and less work for teacher



I  THOUGHT YOU SAID 
THIS WAS ABOUT 
WHOLE SCHOOL

This journey has helped me in my other role as leader on 
digital learning

Have been able to train and help other staff 

Have contributed to school ICT plan

Have been used by Education Scotland as part of Digital 
Schools awards good practice

It differentiates Classical Studies in the eyes of students, staff 
and parents as you are offering a unique learning experience

It contributes to skills for life and work 



LEARNING AND TEACHING

• The other big area that I chose to contribute to whole school priorities on 

was in Learning and Teaching

• This has been used to contribute:

Digital Learning

Differentiation

Group Learning

Content Creation

Promoting resilience, communication and student confidence



STUDENT CONTENT CREATION

• With minimal input and effort by me, students consistently use their iPads to 
be create top tier content in a massive variety of formats

• By enabling access to their world which is more often than not increasingly 
digital we can synthesize both a understanding the classical world with modern 
culture

• Students run their own sub reddit, and we have meme Mondays (which is a 
brilliant way to contextualize learning and check understanding) 

• Students have created their own youtube channel designed to help each other 
with revision

• The following slides are some examples of some of the amazing work that I 
take absolutely no credit for





Prometheus 

bound, drawn 

through 

digital art.



Using the 

video game 

Fortnite to 

try and build 

a digital 

model of a 

Greek  

theatre



Using PowerPoint to 

make revision 

infographics on Plato



Using apps to create 

their own digital 

comic storyboard of 

the Odyssey



Some examples 

of the more 

traditional art 

used by 

students for 

revision and 

homework.





Students seem to 

continually produce 

amazing work for more 

examples and a look at 

some of the great 

videos students have 

made go to 

@RHS_CLS

https://twitter.com/RHS_CLS


HOW DOES THIS 
BENEFIT WHOLE 

SCHOOL?

By being active in different educational 
approaches, test out new theories able to 
feed directly into discussion on pedagogy

differentiates Classical Studies from other 
subjects in the school

Allows for sharing of good and bad 
practice avoidance

Gives SLT something to write about in 
school reports



THANK YOU

• This file was originally made up 

before I knew the format for 

the conference, and it turned 

out to be far too big to use!

• Contact:

• Twitter

• email

https://twitter.com/RHS_CLS
mailto:9022329@ea.edin.sch.uk

